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“It’s about reacting to what you see, hopefully
without preconception. You can find pictures
anywhere. It’s simply a matter of noticing things
and organising them. You just have to care about
what’s around you and have a concern with
humanity and the human comedy.” by Ernst Haas
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FREEDIGITALPHOTOS.NET
Organized by destinations (Africa, Asia, Europe, Australasia, USA,
Other Travel). It includes thousands of premium stock travel
images. Small size photos (400 x 187px) are free of charge and
watermark. Images are free for download and use as long as you
credit the author and the image source.
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UNSPLASH.COM
Arty images for a distinct visual image, ideal for a tour
provider website that stands out. All images fall under
Creative Commons (CCO) license. This means you can
copy, change, distribute and use them for free.
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PHOTOGEN.COM
Free, high-resolution stock photos. Under the ‘Places’, tour
providers can find good photos of various locations. You
can use them for printed promotional materials and digital
sites (website, presentations, videos).
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MORGUEFILE.COM
High-resolution photos taken by creatives, such as
illustrators, comic book artists, and designers. You can
search by countries and find completely free travel photos.
The only condition is you must credit the photographer.
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FREERANGE.COM
Registered users can download free high-resolution photos.
Start from 'Travel' category or type or search for the
country you want to find pictures of. This is a photography
community supported by advertising revenue.
Photographers get paid when users click on the ads that
appear next to their submissions.
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FLICKR.COM
Online photo management and a sharing application
abundant with travel photos. Some are licensed by
‘attribution’ (these images can be used for free as long as
the artist is given credit) and ‘non-commercial’ (images can
be used for free for non-commercial purposes only).
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JEYJOO GALLERY
Quality free images of a travel photography. Jeyjoo’s
core business is web design. Jeyjoo’s core business is
web design, so they giveaway photo downloads in
return for link backs or author attribution.
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STOCKSNAP.IO
All photos fall under the CC0 license. So you can copy,
modify, distribute and use them without asking permission.
Using the search box, tour providers can find beautiful travel
photos. They will serve you well until you collect photos of
your own tours!
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